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Backyard Foraging in the ‘Burbs
Creating a wild-food menu at the height of our growing season means working with an optimal 
variety of ingredients, so the bigger challenge was to construct the framework guiding my choices:
Should I use only wild ingredients? Include nonnative species or preserved wild ingredients 
harvested previously? Because I live in metropolitan Worcester, MA, I decided to take a flexible 
approach focused on flavor, combining unique flavors found only in foraged foods (several of which 
I grow at home) with ingredients sold in stores. This allowed me to create dishes anyone can make. 

By Dan Jaffe, Propagator and Stock Bed Grower at Garden in the Woods

this page: 
left: ground-nuts and sunchokes are tastier than they look before cooking.
right: ramps are rare in the wild, so these were grown in garden containers.

In my opinion, a great meal starts with cocktails and finger food.
One of my favorite combinations is Cucumber Hyssop Hiccup
cocktails served with ground-nut chips, shallow-fried with salt
and cracked pepper. I craft the cocktail with anise hyssop, a
species native to the Acadian Plains and Hills ecoregion, one of
the five New England ecoregions. I grow this sun-loving plant at
home in a semi-wild meadow. Its anise-tinged sweetness is won-
derful in cocktails. Even if you think you don’t like anise, give this
a try—this drink has converted nonbelievers. Anise, lime, and
vodka make for a powerful flavor trio, and the cucumber mellows
it into a smooth libation. If you’re willing to lose the cocktail’s
whimsical name, substitute scarlet bee-balm (Monarda didyma) or
wild bergamot (Monarda fistulosa) for anise hyssop. (The hiccups
come later, after you’ve forgotten how many of them you’ve had.)

Finger food doesn’t get much better than freshly fried potato
chips, but ground-nut chips are just as crisp and add a dimension
of sweet, rich nuttiness. The combination of their sweetness and
some added salt and freshly ground black pepper makes these
tubers pair well with just about any drink. Next time, try replac-
ing black pepper with cumin or red pepper flakes. 

As the vegetable side dish, I chose sunchokes, a.k.a.
Jerusalem artichokes. They’re tubers like ground-nuts, and both

MENU
Cocktails

Cucumber Hyssop Hiccup 
(Anise hyssop, Agastache foeniculum)

Starter
Ground-nut chips 

(American ground-nut, Apios americana)

Plant side dishes
Scalloped sunchokes (Helianthus tuberosus)

Wild rice (Zizania palustris) with 
ramps (Allium tricoccum)

Main course
Sautéed salmon topped with ramps 

(Allium tricoccum)

Dessert
Vanilla ice cream with wild strawberry (Fragaria
virginiana) and bee-balm (Monarda didyma) sauce
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are ready to harvest at the same time in the fall. I grow these
common plants together in a barrel-sized container, because
these vigorous perennials would soon overrun my small backyard.
Sunchoke flower stalks can reach heights of 14 feet, so I cut them
back at least once before summer. Ground-nut is a vine, which
will twine up the sunchoke stems. Watch for their dusky-pink
flower clusters emerging in midsummer, ahead of the yellow sun-
choke flowers that bloom in fall. Sunchokes are tasty prepared in
a lot of different ways, but in my kitchen, good things get better
with onions, cream, and lots of cheese. Like potatoes, these tubers
hold their firmness when sliced and baked with these ingredients.

Though it would be hard to choose, ramps could take the
prize for the region’s tastiest wild native plant. Whether raw or
cooked, this wild onion has a mild, sweet flavor reminiscent of
Vidalia onion, and it can be used in a variety of ways. (NOTE: 
Because ramps are a rare plant in New England, I harvest only home-
grown specimens and leave wild populations alone. Ramps are easy to
cultivate in a raised bed filled with rich soil and compost, with regular
additions of leaves or leaf mold. The first harvest, in early spring,
yields the most tender shoots, while later harvests provide leaves with
more texture.) This meal uses ramps in two ways: cooked into the
wild rice, adding a rich background flavor; and as a soft, yet 
complex topping for the salmon. 

For the rice, I sauté the ramps in butter with sliced garlic. 
I add water and uncooked rice to this mixture, so that the flavors
infuse the rice as it absorbed the liquid. For the salmon, 
I sauté the ramps with brown butter and lemon and set them
aside. I cook the salmon in a heavy frying pan and serve it on a
bed of wild rice, place the cooked ramps atop the salmon, and
squeeze fresh lemon over both before serving.

Many cooks prefer cooking dessert after dinner, which re-
quires a simple recipe that can be whipped up fast. Strawberry–
bee-balm sauce, good over ice cream or cake, is simple to make
and tastes anything but. The leaves of scarlet bee-balm (Monarda
didyma) can be harvested as soon as they emerge in spring and
through the summer. In a saucepan, I cook minced bee-balm
leaves with sugar and the wild berries until the mixture is a little
runny. Wild strawberries (Fragaria virginiana) deliver a burst of
intense sweetness that is perfectly grounded by the earthy notes
of the bee-balm leaves. 

dan preps anise hyssop leaves for cocktails.

ramps, rolled and sliced, top the salmon for the main course.

Salmon topped with ramps nestles on a bed of wild rice and ramps. Bee-balm leaves add eathy notes to wild strawberries for a dessert sauce.
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